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When the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to amplify simultaneously multiple
templates, preferential amplification of certain templates (PCR bias) leads to a distorted
representation of the original templates in the final amplicon pool. PCR selection, a type of
PCR bias, is influenced by mismatches between primers and templates, the locations of
mismatches, and the nucleotide pairing of mismatches. Direct measurement of primer-
template interactions has not been possible, leading to uncertainty when attempting to
optimize PCR reactions and degenerate primer pools. In this study, we developed an
experimental system to systematically study primer-template interactions. We synthesized
10 double-stranded DNA templates with unique priming sites, as well as 64 primers with 0,
1, 2 or 3 mismatches with each of the 10 templates. By using a previously described
deconstructed PCR (DePCR) methodology, we generated empirical data showing individual
primer interactions with templates in complex template-primer amplification reactions.
Standard PCR and DePCR amplification protocols were used to amplify templates in a
series of 16 experiments in which templates, primers, and annealing temperature were
varied. We observed that although perfect match primer-template interactions are
important, the dominant type of interactions are mismatch amplifications, and that
mismatched primer annealing and polymerase copying starts immediately during the first
two cycle of PCR. In reactions with degenerate primer pools, multiple mismatches between
primer and template are tolerated, and these do not have a strong effect on observed
template ratios after amplification when employing the DePCR methodology. When
employing the DePCR methodology, mismatched primer-template interactions were able
to amplify source templates with significantly lower distortion relative to standard PCR. We
establish here a quantitative experimental system for interrogating primer-template
interactions and demonstrate the efficacy of the DePCR method for amplification of
complex template mixtures with complex primer pools.
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12 Abstract

13 When the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to amplify simultaneously multiple templates, 

14 preferential amplification of certain templates (PCR bias) leads to a distorted representation of the 

15 original templates in the final amplicon pool. PCR selection, a type of PCR bias, is influenced by 

16 mismatches between primers and templates, the locations of mismatches, and the nucleotide pairing of 

17 mismatches. Direct measurement of primer-template interactions has not been possible, leading to 

18 uncertainty when attempting to optimize PCR reactions and degenerate primer pools. In this study, we 

19 developed an experimental system to systematically study primer-template interactions. We 

20 synthesized 10 double-stranded DNA templates with unique priming sites, as well as 64 primers with 0, 

21 1, 2 or 3 mismatches with each of the 10 templates. By using a previously described deconstructed PCR 

22 (DePCR) methodology, we generated empirical data showing individual primer interactions with 

23 templates in complex template-primer amplification reactions. Standard PCR and DePCR amplification 

24 protocols were used to amplify templates in a series of 16 experiments in which templates, primers, and 

25 annealing temperature were varied. We observed that although perfect match primer-template 

26 interactions are important, the dominant type of interactions are mismatch amplifications, and that 

27 mismatched primer annealing and polymerase copying starts immediately during the first two cycle of 

28 PCR. In reactions with degenerate primer pools, multiple mismatches between primer and template are 

29 tolerated, and these do not have a strong effect on observed template ratios after amplification when 

30 employing the DePCR methodology. When employing the DePCR methodology, mismatched primer-

31 template interactions were able to amplify source templates with significantly lower distortion relative 

32 to standard PCR. We establish here a quantitative experimental system for interrogating primer-

33 template interactions and demonstrate the efficacy of the DePCR method for amplification of complex 

34 template mixtures with complex primer pools. 
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35 Introduction

36 The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a well-established tool for amplification of regions of DNA [1, 2] 

37 and is now routinely used in a broad range of biological studies. When PCRs are performed to amplify 

38 multiple different templates of unknown and generally unequal abundance, the final pool of PCR 

39 amplicons may have an altered ratio of templates relative to the original sample. Such a result is labeled 

40 ‘PCR bias’ and is a well-studied phenomenon, particularly in the context of microbial ecology [3-5]. 

41 Wagner et al. [5] defined two broad classes of distortion of underlying template ratios – including PCR 

42 selection and PCR drift. In the first category – PCR selection, PCR conditions favor certain templates, and 

43 bias generated from selection has been attributed to a broad number of factors, including (but not 

44 limited to): annealing temperature [6, 7], mismatches between template and primer [8, 9], location of 

45 mismatches between template and primer [10], interference from flanking regions during initial stages 

46 of PCR [11], too many PCR cycles [12], input DNA concentration [13-15], preferential amplification of low 

47 GC templates in a mixture [16], higher GC content in primer region/differences in primer binding energy 

48 [3, 17], template saturation at the plateau phase of PCR [2], preferential formation of primer dimers 

49 from some primer variants when working with degenerate pools of primers [3], preferential 

50 amplification of unmethylated DNA [18], re-annealing of PCR copies to templates leading to reduced 

51 amplification efficiency [19, 20], temperature ramp during thermocycling allowing for formation of 

52 homoduplexes [21], and combinatorial effects of linear copying of gDNA and exponential amplification 

53 of PCR products occurring simultaneously and at different efficiencies [7]. 

54 The second category – PCR drift – is caused by stochastic effects during the early stages of PCR when 

55 primer-genomic DNA template interactions dominate (as opposed to primer-amplicon interactions) [3, 

56 5]. To reduce PCR drift, multiple reactions are typically combined. However, Suzuki and Giovannoni [2] 

57 suggested that PCR selection was the primary driver of PCR bias, though low input gDNA could lead to 

58 higher stochastic effects [3]. A third category of bias should also be considered – the generation of PCR 
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59 artifacts, such as chimeras [21]. The creation of chimeras – hybrid artifact products of PCR – can be 

60 enhanced by using polymerases with low processivity, with short elongation times, and with high cycle 

61 number [22]. Reducing cycle number is always recommended with regards to decreasing chimera 

62 formation [10, 23-25].

63 Thus, many possible sources of PCR bias exist, and many solutions to PCR bias have been attempted. 

64 These include:  addition of various additives to PCR master mixes, including acetamide [16], DMSO and 

65 glycerol [26], running fewer cycles of PCR [2, 27, 28], reducing degeneracies in primers whenever 

66 possible [3], increasing ramp rates for transitions between temperatures [21], and use of long 

67 elongation times and/or use of highly processive polymerases to ensure complete copying during each 

68 cycle [25]. In some systems, higher annealing temperatures are recommended to reduce effects of 

69 secondary structure [29], while in complex template systems such as microbial DNA, lower annealing 

70 temperatures are recommended to improve tolerance for mismatch annealing [30]. We have also 

71 introduced the “deconstructed PCR” (DePCR) method [7, 31] to reduce PCR bias by addressing several 

72 issues simultaneously. First, locus-specific primers are only employed for two cycles in DePCR, and low 

73 efficiency interactions between primers and gDNA templates are minimized. Secondly, exponential 

74 amplification of amplicons is performed using non-degenerate primers without mismatches with 

75 templates. Locus-specific primer-amplicon interactions are eliminated from the reaction entirely. 

76 Despite the substantial amount of effort that has been invested into identifying and correcting PCR bias, 

77 PCR-based studies continue to generate data that distort underlying template ratios. Furthermore, 

78 fundamental questions relating to primer-template interactions have not been thoroughly investigated, 

79 and these interactions are at the heart of PCR bias. Improvements in fundamental understanding of 

80 primer-template interactions can be of benefit by providing guidance for design of primer sets and for 

81 selection of optimal PCR conditions. Several recent advances offer a new opportunity to examine 

82 fundamental primer-template interactions. First, low cost next-generation sequencing allows for direct 
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83 interrogation of complex templates without using data reduction strategies such as terminal restriction 

84 fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP; [32]) or denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE; [33]). 

85 The second development is the ability to easily and inexpensively synthesize double-stranded DNA 

86 templates. The third is the DePCR method, which, in addition to reducing PCR bias by limiting primer-

87 gDNA template interactions to the first two cycles of linear amplification, also provides a mechanism, 

88 described later, to identify which primers in a degenerate primer pool interact with each template. 

89 As part of this study, we synthesized 10 double-stranded DNA templates with unique priming sites, as 

90 well as 64 primers, 20 bases in length, with 0, 1, 2 or 3 mismatches with each of the 10 templates. For 

91 primers and templates with mismatches, mismatches were located close to the 3’ end of the primer (-2 

92 position, counting from the 3’ end), the middle of the primer (-8), or closer to the 5’ end of the primer (-

93 14). Both standard PCR amplification protocols and DePCR amplification protocols were used to amplify 

94 templates in a series of experiments in which templates, primers, and annealing temperature were 

95 varied. Finally, high-throughput amplicon sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiniSeq sequencer, 

96 enabling us to generate thousands of sequences per sample for robust quantitation of amplicons. Our 

97 study avoided other potential sources of bias by: (1) interrogating only one primer site; (2) using 

98 identical DNA concentrations in all experiments; (3) employing synthetic DNA, not genomic DNA; (4) 

99 generating short amplicons only; and (5) locus-specific primers were used only for 2 cycles – therefore 

100 locus-specific primer limitations were avoided.

101

102 Materials and Methods

103 Nucleic acids

104 Artificial double-stranded DNAs (gBlocks Gene Fragments, here called “synthetic templates” or ST) were 

105 synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT; Coralville, Iowa). Prior to pooling, each ST was 
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106 quantitated using fluorimetry with a Qubit 4.0 fluorometer with the dsDNA BR Assay (Thermo Fisher 

107 Scientific, San Jose, CA). DNA concentrations were equalized among all STs prior to pooling. A series of 

108 template mixtures were created (see Table 1, Table S2 for full description), including “A” (single 

109 template, ST1), “B” (equimolar pooling of all 10 templates), “C” (equimolar pooling of all templates 

110 except ST1, and inclusion of template ST1 at 1/10th concentration), “D” (graduated pooling of template 

111 ST1, and ST6, ST7, and ST8 templates with differences at the 3’ variable position), and “E” (graduated 

112 pooling of template ST1, and ST4, ST11 and ST15 templates with differences at the middle variable 

113 position). A total of 64 different oligonucleotide primers were synthesized as LabReady primers, 

114 normalized to 100 µM concentration (IDT) (Table S1). The 64 primers (“806F” primers) were grouped 

115 into four categories relative to each template: (i) primer with no mismatches (1 primer per template), (ii) 

116 primers with one mismatch (9 primers per template), (iii) primers with two mismatches (27 primers per 

117 template), and (iv) primers with three mismatches (27 primers per template) (Table S2). For each 

118 template mixture (A-E), a separate experiment was conducted using one of five primer pools (Table 1). 

119 Primer pool 1 contained only a single primer, perfectly matching the ST1 template. Primer pool 2 

120 contained ten primers, each perfectly matching one of the ten templates. Primer pool 3 contained nine 

121 primers, each perfectly matching one template except for the ST1 template. Primer pool 4 contained 27 

122 primers, each with two mismatches relative to template ST1 and 1-3 mismatches relative to all other 

123 templates. Primer pool 5 contained all 64 primers. In total, 640 possible primer-template interactions 

124 were considered (10 templates x 64 primers), with a maximum of 3 mismatches between any template 

125 and primer (Table S3). Primer theoretical melting temperatures were calculated using the 

126 OligoAnalyzer3.1 calculator [34], assuming 250 nM primer concentration, 2 mM Mg2+, and 0.2 mM 

127 dNTPs. All primers contained 5’ linker sequences known as common sequence 1 and 2 (CS1: 

128 ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACA and CS2: TACGGTAGCAGAGACTTGGTCT) as described previously [35]. 

129 Illumina P5 (AATGATACGGCGACCACCGA) and P7 (CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGA) primers, for use in the 
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130 DePCR protocol, were also synthesized as LabReady primers and normalized to 100 µM concentration 

131 (IDT).

132 Targeted-amplicon sequencing (TAS) Protocol

133 A standard two-stage PCR amplification method was used to generate amplicons for next-generation 

134 sequencing [36]. First stage PCR amplifications were performed in 10 µL reactions in 96-well plates, 

135 using MyTaq HS 2X master mix (Bioline, Taunton, MA). 2.5 ng of synthetic ST template mixtures (A-E, 

136 described above) was used for each 10 µL reaction. Primer pools were added at a final concentration of 

137 200 nM. All reactions were performed with eight technical replicates. Thermocycling conditions were 

138 95⁰C for 5 minutes, 28 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing temperatures of 45°C or 55°C for 45 

139 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds, and a final elongation at 72°C for 7 minutes. Subsequently, a second 

140 PCR amplification was performed in 10 microliter reactions in 96-well plates. A master mix for the entire 

141 plate was made using the MyTaq HS 2X master mix, and each well received a separate primer pair with a 

142 unique 10-base barcode, obtained from the Access Array Barcode Library for Illumina (Fluidigm, South 

143 San Francisco, CA). These Access Array primers contained the CS1 and CS2 linkers at the 3’ ends of the 

144 oligonucleotides, and the final concentration was 400 nM. One µL of the first stage PCR reaction, 

145 without purification, was added to the second stage reaction. Cycling conditions were as follows: 95°C 

146 for 5 minutes, followed by 8 cycles of 95°C for 30”, 60°C for 30” and 72°C for 30”. A final, 7-minute 

147 elongation step was performed at 72°C. Second stage PCR amplicons were pooled together, and the 

148 pooled library was purified using an AMPure XP cleanup protocol (0.7X, vol/vol; Agencourt, Beckmann-

149 Coulter) to remove short fragments. Pooled and cleaned amplicons were sequenced on an Illumina 

150 MiniSeq mid-output flow cell with 2x153 base reads, and with an approximate 30% phiX spike-in due to 

151 the extreme low complexity of the amplicons. 

152 Deconstructed PCR (DePCR) Protocol
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153 A two-stage deconstructed PCR (DePCR) method [7, 31] was also used to generate amplicons for next-

154 generation sequencing (Figure 1). In this protocol, four primers are added to the first stage reaction, 

155 including locus-specific primer pools containing 5’ CS1 and CS2 linkers (pools i, ii, iii and iv as described; 

156 each pool was added at 200 nM concentration), as well as Fluidigm Access Array Barcode Library 

157 primers, containing Illumina sequencing adapters, a sample-specific 10 nucleotide barcode, and CS1 and 

158 CS2 linkers at the 3’ ends (added at 400 nM concentration). 2.5 ng of synthetic ST mixtures (A-E, 

159 described above) was used for each 10 µL reaction. All reactions were performed using 2× MyTaq HS 

160 Mix and reactions were conducted in 96-well plates. First stage thermocycling conditions were: initial 

161 denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, followed by two cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds and either 45°C and 

162 55°C for 20 minutes, followed by two cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds and 60°C for 2 minutes. 

163 Subsequently, technical replicates from each experiment (e.g., A1, A2, A3) were pooled together from 

164 both annealing temperatures (16 reactions per pool). Pooled replicates were purified twice sequentially 

165 using an AMPure XP cleanup protocol (0.7X, vol/vol) and eluted in 50 µL. Of this eluate, 20 µL were used 

166 as template for amplification in the second stage reaction with P5 and P7 primers. Final volume for each 

167 amplification reaction was 50 µL. Thermocycling conditions were 95°C for 5 minutes and 30 cycles of 

168 95°C for 30 seconds, 60°C for 45 seconds, and 72°C for 90 seconds. Amplicons generated from second 

169 stage reactions were again purified using an AMPure XP cleanup protocol (0.7X, vol/vol). Pooled and 

170 purified amplicons from each experiment were quantified using Qubit fluorimetry (Qubit 4.0, Thermo 

171 Fisher Scientific), and further pooled together to generate a final library. Pooled, cleaned amplicons 

172 were sequenced on an Illumina MiniSeq mid-output flow cell with 2x153 base reads, and with an 

173 approximate 30% phiX spike-in. Library preparation and sequencing were performed at the UIC 

174 Sequencing Core (UICSQC).

175 Sequence Data Analysis
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176 Raw FASTQ files were merged using the software package PEAR [37] using default parameters. Merged 

177 reads were then converted from FASTQ to FASTA format using the function convert_fastaqual_fastq.py 

178 within the software package QIIME [38]. Sequence data were analyzed to identify recognition sequences 

179 (i.e., identifying which of 10 templates was amplified), and to identify the sequence of the primer used 

180 to amplify the template (i.e., identifying which of 64 possible ‘forward’ primers was used for 

181 amplification). In total, 640 possible primer-template pairs were considered, though each experiment 

182 individually had fewer possible combinations. A list of template sequences is provided in Supplemental 

183 Materials 1, and a list of all primer sequences is shown in Table S1. All possible primer-template 

184 interactions are shown in Tables S2 and S3. To calculate utilization profiles for all the samples, a 

185 mapping file, containing all possible unique combinations of 806F primers and recognition sequences 

186 were generated (Table S4). To identify the 640 unique primer-recognition sequence combinations that 

187 could occur, a custom bash UNIX shell script (Supplemental Material 2) was written to search for each 

188 combination. Only sequences that matched perfectly with a primer variant sequence and a recognition 

189 sequence were counted. In the end, all counts were collated to generate a biological observation matrix 

190 (BIOM) [39]. The BIOM was rarefied to a depth of 7,000 counts per sample in the R programming 

191 environment [40] for all downstream analyses. The BIOMs were further split into template BIOMs (10 

192 features) and primer BIOMs (64 features). Heatmaps for both template and primer BIOMs were 

193 generated using the package pheatmap in R. The vegan package [41] was used to generate alpha 

194 diversity indices and to calculate pairwise Bray-Curtis dissimilarity scores. Metric multi-dimensional 

195 scaling (mMDS) plots were created using the cmdscale and ggplot2 [42] functions within R. Ellipses, 

196 representing 95% confidence intervals around group centroids, were created assuming a multivariate t-

197 distribution. Analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) calculations were performed in the software package 

198 Primer7 [43] (Primer-E, Plymouth, UK). Ideal score (IS) analysis was performed using the vegan R 

199 package. The IS analysis was slightly modified from the formula described previously [7] to account for 
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200 uneven distribution of templates. The IS is a summation of the absolute difference between the 

201 expected relative abundance and the observed relative abundance for each feature in a multi-feature 

202 dataset. The IS has a range from 0 (perfect representation of the input template distribution) to 200.

203 Data Archive

204 Raw sequence data files were submitted to the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) of the National Center for 

205 Biotechnology Information (NCBI). The BioProject identifier of the samples is PRJNA513137. Full 

206 metadata for each sample are provided in Table S5.

207 Results 

208 Experimental design

209 As part of this study, 16 different experiments were conducted comparing the effects of PCR 

210 amplification method (TAS or DePCR) and annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C). Each experiment was a 

211 PCR amplification of synthetic DNA templates, ranging from a single template to a combination of up to 

212 10 different templates. In some experiments, synthetic DNA templates were added to the PCR reaction 

213 mixture at equimolar concentration, while in others, each template was added at a different 

214 concentration. In addition to varying input templates, 64 primers were used in different combinations to 

215 amplify the synthetic templates (STs). In some reactions, only a single primer was used, while in most 

216 reactions, various combinations of the 64 primers were used. When multiple primers were used, they 

217 were present in equimolar concentration. A full list of experimental conditions is shown in Table 1. 7-8 

218 technical replicates were generated for each experimental condition.

219 The primary template was designed in a similar manner to synthetic templates described previously [7]. 

220 Briefly, the synthetic DNA sequences were based on the 16S rRNA gene sequence from a 

221 Gammaproteobacterium, Rhodanobacter denitrificans [44]. The prior design was modified by reducing 
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222 the amplicon size so that the amplification product could be sequenced on an Illumina MiniSeq 

223 sequencer that generates paired-end 2x153 nucleotide reads. Furthermore, to reduce complexity of the 

224 overall study, primer manipulation was examined only for a single primer site (“Forward”). Synthetic 

225 template sequences at the second primer site (“Reverse”) were identical for all reference templates and 

226 targeted by the 555R primer (Table S1). The ten synthetic templates were 451 bp in length, and identical 

227 except for the forward (‘806F’) primer region and a so-called “recognition” sequence in the middle of 

228 the amplicon (Supplemental Materials 1; Figure 2). Each template, when compared to other templates, 

229 has variants in up to 3 positions, located at -2, -8, and -14 base positions, counting from the 3’ end of the 

230 806F primer annealing site. The -2, -8, and -14 positions represent 3’, middle, and 5’ mismatches, 

231 respectively (Figure 2, Table S2). In each synthetic template, the recognition sequences are linked to a 

232 specific primer site variant, thus allowing identification of the source template primer site, regardless of 

233 which primer anneals to the template and initiates template copying (Figure 2). Using DePCR, the 

234 sequence of the primer annealing to templates is retained during exponential amplification [7, 31], and 

235 in this experimental system is linked to a recognition sequence. In this manner, NGS amplicon sequence 

236 data were used to identify which templates were amplified and which primer annealed to each template 

237 molecule. These data were used to measure the percentage of sequence reads derived from perfect 

238 match and mismatch interactions between primers and templates. Results from each experiment are 

239 presented together on single figures (Figures S1-S16). Each figure contains results from primer BIOM 

240 analysis, including a clustered heatmap, showing the relative abundance of 64 primer variants in the 

241 sequence data for that experiment, along with a metric multidimensional scaling plot for primer 

242 utilization profiles. In addition, analysis of similarity (ANOSIM; 9999 permutations) calculations were 

243 performed to determine if primer utilization profiles were significantly different between TAS and 

244 DePCR amplification regardless of annealing temperature, and between annealing temperatures within 

245 each amplification method (TAS or DePCR). Based on the known primer site sequence of the template 
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246 (derived from the recognition sequence), we identified whether the primers annealing to templates 

247 represented perfect match, single mismatch, double mismatch or triple mismatch interactions, but only 

248 when templates were amplified using the DePCR method. In addition, location of mismatches and 

249 mismatch type (e.g., A-G, G-G, etc.) were identified and quantified. For each experiment, the percentage 

250 of reads derived from 0, 1, 2 or 3 mismatch primer-template interactions were counted and differences 

251 between experiments conducted at 45°C and 55°C annealing temperatures were examined. For 

252 templates amplified with primers containing only single mismatches, the percentage of reads derived 

253 from 5’ (-14), middle (-8) and 3’ (-2) mismatches were measured. The average theoretical melting 

254 temperature of primers used in amplifying the templates in each experiment was calculated, in addition 

255 to a Shannon Index (loge) based on the relative abundance of primer utilization for each sample. Here, 

256 the Shannon index represents evenness, as a fixed number of features are present in each experiment. 

257 One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine if values were significantly different by 

258 annealing temperature (7-8 replicates per group). 

259 In addition to primer utilization, relative template distribution after amplification was also analyzed. 

260 Metric MDS (mMDS) plots were generated based on BIOM files with 10 features (i.e., 10 unique 

261 templates). In addition, the expected distribution (i.e., input distribution) for each experiment was 

262 added to the MDS plots. ANOSIM was performed (9999 permutations) to determine if template 

263 distributions differed between amplification method (DePCR or TAS) or by temperature (45°C or 55°C) 

264 within each amplification method. A clustered heatmap was generated for the average template profiles 

265 for each experimental condition, along with the distribution of the input templates. An Ideal Score (IS) 

266 was calculated for each replicate, and ANOVA was performed to determine which method (DePCR or 

267 TAS) generated a template distribution profile most similar to that of the input template, as well as 

268 which annealing temperature within each method generated a template distribution profile most similar 

269 to that of the input template distribution.
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270 Interrogation of single templates with primer pools of varying degeneracy

271 In the ‘A’ series of experiments (A1, A2, A3, A4, and A6; Table 1; Figures 3, S1-S5), amplification 

272 reactions were performed using a single synthetic DNA template (ST1), and from 1 to 64 primers, using 

273 both standard (TAS) and DePCR methodologies. In each experiment, template profiling was performed 

274 through counting of recognition sequences in datasets, followed by rarefaction (7,000 

275 sequences/sample, 7-8 replicates per condition). All recognition sequences had a minimum Hamming 

276 distance of 4 (ranging from 4 to 11 in a recognition sequence of 12 nucleotides), enabling robust 

277 detection of the relative abundance of each template in the dataset. For all studies, we performed 

278 analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) tests to determine if the template composition differed between TAS and 

279 DePCR methods, and between 45 and 55°C annealing temperatures within TAS and within DePCR. ‘Ideal’ 

280 score analyses were performed to assess how similar observed profiles were to the expected profiles 

281 (i.e., input DNA distribution) for each condition. For all “A” experiments, Ideal scores were extremely 

282 low (<0.5 on a scale of 0 to 200), regardless of amplification method; this was expected, as only one 

283 template was added to each experiment (Figures S1-S5). 

284 Primer sequences (variants 1-64) were identified in each generated sequence, and data were rarefied to 

285 7,000 sequences per sample. The relative abundance profiles of each primer variant in a primer pool is 

286 called a ‘primer utilization profile’ or PUP, and these data can be analyzed in the same manner as any 

287 other biological feature. In standard TAS, the PUPs have high diversity and broadly even utilization, 

288 leading to a high Shannon index. In systems such as this, with a fixed number of features, the Shannon 

289 Index represents feature evenness. The reason for the high diversity is that in standard TAS 

290 amplification, primers anneal both to genomic DNA templates and then later to DNA copies [7]. Due to 

291 tolerance of mismatches and possible depletion of specific primer variants during exponential 

292 amplification over 25-35 cycles of standard PCR, the signal of specific primers annealing to the input 

293 templates is lost. This is observed in all experiments with greater than one forward primer variant 
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294 (Figures 5, 6, and S1-S16). Conversely, the DePCR method allows only two linear cycles of DNA copying 

295 with locus-specific primers. Subsequently, exponential amplification is performed using primers 

296 targeting linker sequences that are common to all templates; thus, the signal of primers annealing to the 

297 source DNA template is preserved (Figure 1). 

298 Several patterns were observed when amplifying the single ST1 template with various primer pools 

299 (Figure 3). First, Shannon indices (i.e., evenness) of primer utilization were generally higher with TAS 

300 amplification relative to DePCR amplification for “A” experiments, due to signal scrambling in the TAS 

301 method. However, in experiment A1 with only a single primer, the Shannon index was higher in DePCR 

302 reactions due to PCR errors derived from polymerase copying through the primer region. In the A1 

303 experiment, 95.9% of reads were annotated as containing the ST1 primer (the only primer added to the 

304 reaction), while 98.8% of reads were annotated as containing the ST1 primer in the TAS samples (Table 

305 S3; ANOVA P<0.0001). In experiment A3 with 9 primers, the Shannon index of DePCR at 45°C was lower 

306 than for the TAS samples, regardless of annealing temperature, indicating a very even utilization of 

307 primers under this condition. Very small effects of annealing temperature on PUPs were observed for 

308 TAS amplifications, while significant effects of annealing temperature were observed on PUPs generated 

309 using DePCR. An increase in annealing temperature from 45°C to 55°C in DePCR amplifications (except 

310 experiment A1) led to reduced Shannon indices for PUPs, with one or several primers becoming 

311 increasingly dominant at the higher annealing temperature (Figure 3). In experiment A4, in which a pool 

312 of 27 primers each with two mismatches to the ST1 template was used, two primer variants were 

313 dominant, particularly at 55°C. These two dominant primers (806F_v47 and 806F_v63) had only 5’ and 

314 middle mismatches with template ST1, and the mismatch types were primarily A/G mismatches (Table 

315 S3).

316 We next examined the utilization of primers perfectly matching templates and those with 1, 2, or 3 

317 mismatches to templates in DePCR-amplified reactions. When present, perfect match primers had the 
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318 highest utilization rate of any single primer (Figure 3, A2 and A6). However, the rate of utilization of the 

319 primer perfectly matching the ST1 template (i.e., 806F_V1) ranged from approximately 12.2% to 22.4%, 

320 depending on annealing temperature and primer pool composition. As show in Figure 3, even with 

321 perfect match primers available, amplification of the ST1 template was predominantly performed by 

322 primers with mismatches. When a heavily degenerate primer pool was employed (64 primers; 

323 experiment A6), triple mismatch primers contributed to greater than 10% of reads in experiments 

324 conducted using an annealing temperature of 45°C. 

325 We further examined primer-template annealing with regard to position of mismatch. In DePCR 

326 amplifications where primers had a single mismatch with the ST1 template, we calculated the 

327 percentage of mismatches at the -2 (3’), -8 (middle), and -14 (5’) positions. We observed a general trend 

328 towards greater utilization of primers with 5’ mismatches relative to middle and 3’ mismatches, and 

329 lowest utilization of 3’ mismatched primers. However, 3’ mismatched primers amplified a substantial 

330 percentage of ST1 template, representing 19-27% of single-mismatch reads, depending on annealing 

331 temperature and primer pool. With increasing annealing temperature, the utilization of single mismatch 

332 primers with the mismatch at the 3’ position decreased significantly but was never below 19% (Figure 

333 3). 

334 In the A1 experiment, only a single primer perfectly matching the ST1 template was included. However, 

335 we observed that approximately 4% of the DePCR reads contained 1, 2, or 3 mismatches. These reads 

336 with mismatches represent polymerase error. Specifically, DePCR has a higher observed error rate in the 

337 primer site, because the primer sites are copied during amplification, allowing polymerase mistakes to 

338 become incorporated. Conversely, in TAS, the primer site sequences are derived directly from the 

339 synthesized oligonucleotide primers, and only experience polymerase copying during bridge 

340 amplification on the Illumina sequencer. Similar overall rates of known error in primer site attribution of 

341 approximately 2-4% were observed in experiments A2 (only perfect match and single mismatch primers 
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342 added to the reactions), A3 (only single mismatch primers added to the reactions) and A4 (only double 

343 mismatch primers added to the reactions). No direct measurement could be made for experiment A6, as 

344 all primers, with 0-3 mismatches with the ST1 template, were added to the reactions.

345 Interrogation of multi-template pools with a non-degenerate primer set

346 We interrogated multiple template pools (A, B, C, D and E; Table 1) with a single primer (806F_v1) which 

347 perfectly matched template ST1 and had single mismatches with all other templates (i.e., ST4, ST6, ST7, 

348 ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55) (Figure 4). DePCR was superior to the TAS for reproducing the 

349 expected template distribution in all experiments except for A1 (Figure 4). This was determined by 

350 calculation of the Ideal Score (IS), which represents a summation of the difference in relative abundance 

351 for each feature from the expected relative abundance, and mMDS profiles and template heatmaps 

352 where the expected template structure clustered with DePCR profiles (Figures S1-S16). Higher IS values 

353 represent a greater distortion of the expected structure. Lower Ideal scores were observed at the lower 

354 annealing temperature of 45°C relative to annealing temperatures of 55°C, for both TAS and DePCR 

355 (Figure 4). 

356 Of the ten templates, templates ST6 and ST7 proved difficult to amplify using either TAS or DePCR 

357 methods at either annealing temperatures, and regardless of which primer pool was used (Figure 4). The 

358 ST6 and ST7 templates each have a single 3’ mismatch with the 806F_v1 primer (primer A annealing to 

359 template G or template A). Conversely, template ST8, with a 3’ mismatch (primer A annealing to 

360 template C) could be amplified with both TAS and DePCR (Figure 4; Table S2). Although poorly 

361 amplified, template ST6 could be amplified with primer 806F_v1 using DePCR at an average rate of 

362 approximately 2.1% of all reads in comparison to 0.3% for TAS (experiment B1, annealing temperature 

363 45°C; ANOVA P<0.001). Similarly, template ST7 could be amplified with primer 806F_v1 using DePCR at 

364 an average rate of approximately 6.7% of all reads in comparison to 1.2% for TAS (ANOVA P<0.001). 
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365 Interrogation of complex template pools with degenerate primer pools

366 We interrogated multi- template pools (B, C, D and E; Table 1) with degenerate primer pools to 

367 determine if such pools could improve recovery of expected template distribution relative to non-

368 degenerate primers as shown above. Results from the “B” experiment, with 10 unique templates, are 

369 shown in Figures 5, 6 and S6-S9. Results from the “C” experiment, with 10 unique templates but with 

370 ST1 at 1/10th concentration are shown in Figures S10-S12. Results from the “D” experiment, with four 

371 unique templates (including ST1 and three 3’ single mismatch templates) at graduated concentrations 

372 are shown in Figures S13-S14. Results from the “E” experiment, with four unique templates (including 

373 ST1 and three middle position single mismatch templates) at graduated concentrations are shown in 

374 Figures S15-S16.

375 Amplification method (DePCR or TAS) yielded significantly different PUPs in “B” experiments with 10 

376 templates and varying number of primers (Figure 5). As above, TAS amplification ‘scrambles’ the PUP 

377 signature, leading to highly even primer utilization with high Shannon index. When using the DePCR 

378 methodology at 45°C and employing 10 primers, each matching a single template perfectly (experiment 

379 B2), the observed Shannon Index approached that observed in the TAS reactions (Shannon index ranging 

380 from 2.31 to 2.34 between DePCR and TAS; Figure 5). In experiments B2 and B3 which utilized 10 or 9 

381 primers, perfect match amplification was particularly favored at the higher annealing temperature of 

382 55°C and this correlated with lower Shannon Index. Although perfect match amplification was higher 

383 than for “A” experiments in which only a single primer was utilized, perfect match annealing never 

384 contributed more than 50% of all observed sequencing reads, across all temperature and primer pools 

385 (Figure 5). In experiment B1, where only a single primer matching the ST1 template was used, perfect 

386 match annealing represented approximately 14-17% of all reads. With 10 primers, each perfectly 

387 matching one of the 10 templates, perfect match annealing represented approximately 29-48% of all 

388 reads, with the higher value occurring at the 55°C annealing temperature (Figure 5). Two mismatch 
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389 annealing interactions contributed substantially at 45°C, but not nearly as much at 55°C. As observed 

390 previously, 5’ mismatch annealing interactions were generally favored relative to middle and 3’ 

391 mismatches. 

392 We next examined template profiles generated with these complex template and primer pools. As 

393 before, we observed that the DePCR method generated profiles significantly closer to the expected 

394 template distribution, relative to amplification using TAS, as assessed by Ideal scores (Figure 6). Using a 

395 single primer with the DePCR method generated a relatively high Ideal Score (approximately 23) but 

396 increasing primer pool complexity led to improved accuracy of profile (Figures 6, S17, S18). Unlike 

397 experiments with a single primer, we observed that increasing annealing temperature generated 

398 significantly better template profiling (i.e., Ideal scores) when 10 templates and 9 or 10 perfect match 

399 primers were used (Experiments B2 and B3; Figure 6). When a broad range of mismatch primers (pool of 

400 27 primers with 2 mismatches to ST1 and 1-3 mismatches to all other templates) was used with the 

401 DePCR method, the lowest Ideal scores (highest accuracy) were generated, and no significant effect of 

402 annealing temperature was observed (Figure 6). The ST6 and ST7 templates continued to be difficult to 

403 amplify with TAS even with greater numbers of primers or low annealing temperature (e.g., Experiments 

404 B2 and B3, Figure 6). When amplified using DePCR with pools of 9, 10 or 27 primers, templates ST6 and 

405 ST7 were robustly amplified relative to DePCR with only a single primer (i.e., Experiment B1, Figures 5 

406 and 6). The use of greater number of primers, therefore, directly contributed to the significantly lower 

407 Ideal scores observed in Experiment B2, B3 and B4 relative to B1. The lowest Ideal scores were 

408 generated using DePCR without any perfect match primers (i.e., Experiment B4, Figure 6). 

409 Primer utilization profiles for each template within a complex template pool

410 Using the DePCR methodology and experimental setup described here, we were able to recover PUPs 

411 for each template independently. For example, in experiment B2, a total of 10 templates were pooled 
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412 and 10 primers used for amplification. PUPs presented in Figure 5 represent average primer utilization 

413 across all templates. PUPs presented in Figure 7 present primer utilization for each of the 10 templates 

414 in experiment B2 at 45° and 55°C annealing temperatures. In experiment B2, two patterns were 

415 observed in template-specific PUPs: (a) dominant annealing of perfect match primers and one or two 

416 other primers to templates (i.e., templates ST4, ST6, ST7, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55), and (b) 

417 broad annealing to templates with multiple primers (i.e., templates ST1 and ST8). In templates that 

418 favored amplification by perfect match primers, a strong effect of annealing temperature was observed, 

419 increasing perfect match annealing at higher annealing temperatures (Figure 7). The even utilization 

420 pattern observed for the ST1 template is likely a result of the large number of single mismatch primers 

421 available to anneal to the template (specifically, of the ten available primers in experiment B2, one 

422 primer matched the ST1 template perfectly, while the remaining nine primers each had a single 

423 mismatch with ST1). Conversely, for all other templates, there was a mixture of one perfect match, 

424 three single mismatch, and six double mismatch primers. The ST8 template was unique – with a broad 

425 PUP at 45°C and a much lower diversity profile at 55°C. This template was the only one with a nucleotide 

426 of G at the -2 position on the 5’-3’ strand (Table S2). 

427 Discussion

428 PCR bias has been thoroughly studied, and a wide range of factors contributing to bias are known. In 

429 particular, PCR selection – wherein factors within PCR preferentially amplify some templates [3] – can 

430 strongly distort underlying biological structure. We focus in this study on primer-template interactions, 

431 as mismatches are known to lead to selective amplification, and poor representation of source template 

432 structure [16, 45]. As has been shown previously, templates with mismatches to primers can be difficult 

433 to detect, and mismatches close to 3’ ends are particularly damaging [46, 47]. We previously developed 

434 a novel method for reducing PCR bias [7, 31], and one of the features of this method is the ability to 

435 measure primer-template annealing and elongation events empirically. Thus, we sought to use this 
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436 method (‘DePCR’) to explore primer-template interactions in a systematic manner under controlled 

437 experimental conditions. The fundamental questions of this study included: (a) Is the DePCR method an 

438 improvement over standard amplification methods for maintaining the underlying community structure 

439 after amplification in systems with complex primer pools and template pools?, (b) Do perfect match 

440 primer-template interactions dominate in PCRs?, (c) Can we quantify the effect of mismatch position on 

441 template amplification?, (d) How does annealing temperature alter primer-template interactions?, and 

442 (e) How effective are non-degenerate primers for amplification of complex templates?

443 We previously developed the DePCR methodology to reduce bias associated with PCR amplification of 

444 complex DNA templates [7, 31]. In the original study [7], we identified a novel source of PCR bias – 

445 namely, the concurrent action of linear copying of genomic DNA templates and exponential 

446 amplification of DNA copies generated during PCR. Furthermore, in standard PCR, lower efficiency 

447 primer-DNA template interactions are compounded over many cycles of amplification. To alleviate this, 

448 DePCR limits primer-template interactions to the first two cycles of linear copy, and additional PCR bias 

449 is avoided by performing exponential amplification using primers targeting only non-degenerate adapter 

450 sequences. A second benefit of this approach is that the locus-specific primers that anneal to DNA 

451 templates and are used to initiate polymerase copying are preserved. After linear copying, exponential 

452 amplification is performed with primers that do not contain any locus-specific information, and 

453 therefore do not continuously interact with locus-specific primer sites, as is common in standard PCR 

454 amplification reactions. As such, DePCR provides an unprecedented view into primer-template 

455 interactions; so-called primer utilization profiles (PUPs) represent data that cannot be generated in any 

456 other manner. Conversely, standard PCR (TAS) is definitively shown to ‘scramble’ primer utilization 

457 profiles, as locus-specific primers are used to copy both original DNA templates and PCR-generated 

458 copies throughout the exponential cycles of PCR.
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459 We previously showed that the DePCR method improved the representation of a mock community of 

460 known composition when compared to standard TAS amplification [7]. In that study, however, the mock 

461 community was comprised of only 4 templates, with relatively low complexity. In a second manuscript, 

462 describing the development of an improved DePCR workflow, we examined effects of annealing 

463 temperature, template concentration and primer degeneracy on the observed microbial community 

464 structure in gDNA derived from mammalian feces [31]. Thus, in this manuscript, we sought to 

465 systematically explore primer-template interactions with the novel workflow but with a more complex 

466 mock community. By utilizing a suite of experiments with different template and primer complexity, we 

467 demonstrate here that the DePCR methodology consistently improves sequence-based representation 

468 of complex communities. This is shown through the calculation of a univariate metric – the Ideal score – 

469 which is a summation of divergence from the expected underlying distribution and the observed 

470 distribution of reads from each template in a known pool of templates. Ideals scores, except for the 

471 series of “A” experiments which contained only a single template, were substantially and significantly 

472 lower for all experiments run with DePCR relative to TAS. The improved accuracy of the DePCR method 

473 is derived from several basic mechanisms. First, Suzuki and Giovannoni [2] demonstrated that the 

474 evenness of amplification products is dependent on the efficiency of polymerase copying during each 

475 amplification cycle. Thus, bias can be modeled by a formula including molarity of starting template, 

476 amplification efficiency of each template, and number of cycles (i.e. formula 3, Suzuki and Giovannoni 

477 [2]). In DePCR, only two cycles of amplification with locus-specific primers are used, thus, bias derived 

478 from differing amplification efficiency is greatly limited. A second mechanism is the difference between 

479 amplification efficiency associated with primer-template interactions and efficiency associated with 

480 primer-amplicon interactions [7]. For example, in microbial DNA samples, when primers anneal to gDNA 

481 templates, the potential positions and numbers of mismatches is very large due to high sequence 

482 diversity of ribosomal RNA genes, even in conserved primer regions [48, 49]. However, when primers 
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483 interact with PCR copies, the primer region represents the synthetic oligonucleotide primers rather than 

484 the original gDNA sequence, thereby limiting the number of possible primer-template interactions. The 

485 combination of both linear copying of gDNA templates and copying of PCR copies during exponential 

486 amplification cycle leads to complex interactions and variable amplification efficiency by cycle number 

487 [7]. Using DePCR, this second form of bias is removed, as locus-specific primer-PCR copy interactions are 

488 removed completely. Finally, we previously demonstrated that DePCR lowers detectable chimera rates 

489 significantly, and this too can contribute to lower overall distortion of underlying community structures 

490 [31].

491 We observed that an additional feature of DePCR was a greater tolerance for mismatches relative to 

492 TAS. Detrimental effects of primer-template mismatches have been previously studied, including a 

493 system in which base alterations were introduced into 21 primers and 19 DNA templates [46]. Among 

494 other findings, Bru et al. [46] observed that mismatches closest to the 3’ end of primers were the most 

495 detrimental to PCR efficiency, leading to as great as a one log underestimation of gene copy number in 

496 quantitative PCR assays. However, other studies have shown small or no effects of 3’ mismatches [50]. 

497 In our study, we observed that both number of mismatches and inclusion of 3’ mismatches lowered 

498 amplification efficiency. For example, certain synthetic templates (e.g., ST6, with a 3’ mismatch) were 

499 poorly amplified under many PCR conditions, including conditions in which a perfect match primer was 

500 available (i.e., experiment B2). However, as primer diversity increased, ST6 amplification did not greatly 

501 improve with TAS PCR. Using the DePCR method, however, template ST6 could be routinely amplified 

502 provided that degenerate primer pools were employed. The improved amplification of such templates 

503 with DePCR is in part due to the fact that low efficiency primer annealing and elongation is limited to 2 

504 cycles only. Across all datasets with more than a single template and primer, primer-template 

505 interactions containing single mismatches had efficiency profiles with 5’ mismatches > middle 

506 mismatches > 3’ mismatches. However, 3’ mismatches were still tolerated. Wu et al. [47] observed that 
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507 mismatches within the last 3-4 bases of primers led to almost complete lack of amplification; however, 

508 this is likely a result of low amplification efficiency compounded over 30 cycles of PCR. Such low 

509 efficiency can lead to distorted microbial community structures, and even loss of phylum-level detection 

510 in environmental samples [45].

511 We demonstrate here that primer-template interactions favor perfect matches, but not overwhelmingly 

512 so. In fact, most annealing and copying in DePCR experiments was performed by primers that did not 

513 perfectly match templates, even during the very first cycles of PCR when no primers are limiting. 

514 Although efficiency of amplification using primer-template interactions with more than one mismatch is 

515 lower than perfect matching amplification, reasonable amplification was possible even with one, two or 

516 three mismatches using DePCR. Interestingly, in experiment B3, the removal of a primer perfectly 

517 matching one of the ten templates (806F_v1, matching template ST1) did not substantially decrease the 

518 ability of the primer pool to profile the mock template community, in part due to the presence of nine 

519 primers, each with a single mismatch to the ST1 template. The tolerance of mismatches occurs during 

520 the first two cycles of PCR, when all primer variants are present at equal concentrations and perfect 

521 match primers are available at high concentration. We observed that in the B2 experiment (10 

522 templates and 10 primers, with each primer perfectly matching one template), perfect match 

523 interactions were most heavily favored, but still only represented 29% (45°C annealing temperature) or 

524 48% (55°C annealing temperature) of amplicons.  This was further shown to be template and primer-

525 pool dependent.  Based on these results, it appears that when there are a matched number of 

526 templates and perfect matching primers, higher annealing temperatures are favored to profile complex 

527 template mixtures. However, this condition is extremely unlikely in natural environments, where 

528 numerous and unpredictable mismatches are possible. When using the DePCR method, the PCR 

529 amplification system can amplify mock community DNA templates even with primers that have a 

530 minimum of 1 or 2 mismatches with all templates (i.e., experiment B4). The use of 10 perfectly matching 
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531 primers was less successful at evenly amplifying the 10 templates than were 27 primers, each with 1-3 

532 mismatches with each of the templates (Ideal score of 15.1-18.0 for experiment B2 relative to 11.3 to 

533 11.8 for experiment B4). However, this phenomenon was not observed for standard (TAS) amplification. 

534 Annealing temperature played a strong role in determining PUPs and in some experiments, also 

535 significantly altered Ideal scores. In experiments without degenerate primer pools (i.e., with only a single 

536 806F primer variant – experiments A1, B1, C1, D1 and E1), lower annealing temperatures led to 

537 significantly improved representation of the mock communities. In systems where the number of 

538 templates were matched or nearly matched with perfect matching primers (i.e., B2 and B3), PCR 

539 conditions favoring perfect match interaction (i.e., elevated annealing temperature) led to improved 

540 representation. This was not the case for experiment B4, in which all primer-template interactions were 

541 mismatch interactions; here, no significant effect of annealing temperature was observed. Analysis of 

542 the PUPs indicate that lower annealing temperature is more tolerant of 3’ mismatches, and this leads to 

543 greater evenness (high Shannon index) of primer utilization. We previously observed a quadratic 

544 relationship between annealing temperature in DePCR and Shannon index of PUPs within a complex 

545 microbial sample [31]. This temperature relationship with primer utilization is confirmed here, and we 

546 also demonstrate that the shift towards lower evenness of primer utilization is a shift towards a higher 

547 rate of perfect match annealing. This observation is consistent with very early studies of primer-

548 template interactions showing that increased annealing temperature reduced mis-extension of incorrect 

549 nucleotides at the 3’ ends of primers [51]. As we demonstrated previously, the shift in primer utilization 

550 associated with annealing temperature in DePCR leads to a shift in the observed complex template 

551 structure.

552 Conclusions
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553 We provide a novel strategy for exploring primer-template interactions, providing a mechanism for 

554 acquiring previously inaccessible information. Some phenomena are confirmed – 3’ mismatches are 

555 destabilizing, and perfect matches favored. Other phenomena are novel: perfect matches may be 

556 favored, but mismatch primer-template annealing is the dominant type of interaction, and non-perfect 

557 match copying starts immediately during the first cycles of PCR, not in later cycles. Primer-template 

558 interactions can tolerate multiple mismatches without dramatic effect on observed community 

559 structure when employing the DePCR methodology. We establish here an experimental system for 

560 interrogating primer-template interactions, by providing a mechanism for identifying perfect match and 

561 mismatch primer-template interactions. Such an experimental system has broad applicability and will 

562 provide empirical evidence for future studies of primer design.  Ultimately, we sought to better 

563 understand the relationship between primers and templates, particularly with regard to mismatch 

564 tolerance, to help improve the design of primer pools for amplification of complex environmental 

565 samples. Caveats of this study include: (a) study was performed with synthetic DNA templates, and not 

566 more complex environmental samples; and (b) the standard polymerase used in this study introduced 

567 sequence errors creating limited uncertainty regarding exact primer utilization profiles. In future studies, 

568 proof-reading enzymes can be used to reduce such error.
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573 Figure Legends

574 Figure 1. Schematic of Deconstructed PCR (DePCR) workflow. CS1 = common sequence 1 linker 

575 sequence. CS2 = common sequence 2 linker sequence. BC = barcode. F = Forward primer. R = Reverse 
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576 primer, P5/P7 = Illumina primers, PE1/PE2 = Fluidigm Access Array Barcode Library Illumina adapters. In 

577 stage A, individual samples are copied for 4 cycles with locus-specific primers and Fluidigm barcoded 

578 primers. Subsequently, all reactions are pooled and purified together, and then amplified with Illumina 

579 P5 and P7 primers in stage B. During stage A, linear copying of templates leads to cycle 4 products which 

580 contain Illumina sequencing adapters, sample-specific barcodes, and locus-specific region of interest. 

581 Only fragments with Illumina adapters and barcodes are amplified in stage B. In the list of reaction 

582 mixture components, added primers are indicated by an asterisk.

583 Figure 2. Primer, template and experimental design. (A) 64 unique oligonucleotide primers were 

584 synthesized of which 10 are shown here. Primers were identical except for 3 positions at -2, -8 and -14 

585 positions relative to the 3’ ends. Variant bases have been indicated by color (“C” = Blue, “T” = Red, “A” = 

586 Green, and “G” = Black). (B) Schematic of 10 synthetic DNA templates used in this study. Each template 

587 was identical except for the 806F priming site and the 12-base recognition sequence. Each unique 

588 priming site sequence is linked with a unique recognition sequence. (C) 640 potential primer-template 

589 interactions can occur in this system, of which two are shown here. Shown are primer-template 

590 interactions indicating the annealing of a perfectly matched primer and a primer with a single mismatch. 

591 Perfect match and mismatch annealing are determined by comparing the recognition sequence to the 

592 observed primer sequence in each sequencing reaction. Only reactions conducted using the DePCR 

593 methodology retain the sequence of the primer annealing to the source DNA templates. Although not 

594 shown, all primers contain common sequence linkers at the 5’ ends (Figure 1). 

595 Figure 3. Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on PUPs in reactions with a single 

596 template. In experiments A1-6, only template ST1 was added to amplification reactions, while primer 

597 pools were varied (Table 1). Shown are one-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed primer variant 

598 utilization during amplification with varying primer pools (“A1” = 1 primer, “A2” = 10 primers, “A3” = 9 

599 primers, “A4” = 27 primers, and “A6” = 64 primers). Samples (columns) are color-coded by amplification 
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600 method (TAS or DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Shannon 

601 index of primer utilization. Each column represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition 

602 and rarefaction to 7,000 sequences/replicate. Primers (rows) represent all 64 primer variants (806F_v1 – 

603 806F_v64). Percentage of reads with mismatches (0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatches) in amplifications using 

604 DePCR are shown in tables below each heatmap. Distribution of position of mismatches (3’, middle and 

605 5’ mismatch positions) for all reads with one mismatch are also shown. Asterisks indicate significant 

606 differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales vary 

607 between experiments. Certain values represent PCR errors generated during polymerase copying of 

608 primer regions, and these are indicated by blue arrows. These known errors are identified by primer-

609 template combinations unavailable in each experiment. Single mismatch positional analysis is not shown 

610 for experiments A1 and A4 due to the absence of single mismatch interactions between primers and ST1 

611 template.

612 Figure 4. Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on template profiles in amplification 

613 reactions utilizing a single primer. One-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed template profiling 

614 during amplification with a single primer (806F_v1) with a varying range of templates (“A1” = 1 

615 template, “B1” = 10 templates, “C1” = 10 templates, “D1” = 4 templates, and “E1” = 4 templates) as 

616 described in text and Table 1. Samples (columns) are color-coded by amplification method (TAS or 

617 DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Ideal score. Each column 

618 represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition and rarefaction to 7,000 

619 sequences/replicate.  Templates (rows) represent all 10 templates (ordered from top to bottom; ST1, 

620 ST4, ST6, ST7, ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55). Ideal score comparisons between TAS and DePCR 

621 (across both annealing temperatures), within TAS (45°C or 55°C), and within DePCR (45°C or 55°C) are 

622 shown in tables. Asterisks indicate significant differences in measured values by annealing temperature 

623 (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales vary between experiments.
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624 Figure 5. Effect of PCR methodology, annealing temperature, and primer pool on PUPs in experiments 

625 with ten templates. In experiments B1-4, all ten synthetic DNA templates were added to amplification 

626 reactions at equimolar concentrations, while primer pools varied (Table 1). One-way clustered 

627 heatmaps of untransformed PUPs during amplification with varying primer pools (“B1” = 1 primer, “B2” 

628 = 10 primers, “B3” = 9 primers, and “B4” = 27 primers). Samples (columns) are color-coded by 

629 amplification method (TAS or DePCR), annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Shannon 

630 index of primer utilization. Each column represents the average of 8 technical replicates per condition 

631 and rarefaction to 7,000 sequences/replicate. Primers (rows) represent all 64 primer variants (806F_v1 – 

632 806F_v64). Percentage of reads with mismatches (0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatches) in amplifications using 

633 DePCR are shown in tables below each heatmap. Distribution of position of mismatches (3’, middle and 

634 5’ mismatch positions) for all reads with one mismatch are also shown. Asterisks indicate significant 

635 differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales vary 

636 between experiments. Certain values represent PCR errors generated during polymerase copying of 

637 primer regions, and these are indicated by blue arrows. These known errors are identified by primer-

638 template combinations unavailable in each experiment. 

639 Figure 6. Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on template profiles in amplification 

640 reactions utilizing varying primer pools. One-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed template 

641 utilization profiling during amplification of an equimolar pooling of all ten synthetic DNA templates and 

642 varying primer pools (“B1” = 1 primer, “B2” = 10 primers, “B3” = 9 primers, and “B4” = 27 primers) as 

643 described in text and Table 1. Samples (columns) are color-coded by amplification method (TAS or 

644 DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Ideal score. Each column 

645 represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition and rarefaction to 7,000 

646 sequences/replicate.  Templates (rows) represent all 10 templates (ordered from top to bottom; ST1, 

647 ST4, ST6, ST7, ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55). Ideal score comparisons between TAS and DePCR 
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648 (across both annealing temperatures), within TAS (45°C or 55°C), and within DePCR (45°C or 55°C) are 

649 shown in tables. Asterisks indicate significant differences in measured values by annealing temperature 

650 (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales vary between experiments.

651 Figure 7. Template-specific primer utilization profiling. In experiment B2, all 10 DNA templates were 

652 amplified with a pool of 10 primers, each perfectly matching a single template, and with 1-3 mismatches 

653 with the remaining 9 templates. PUPs for each template were separated from the averaged PUPs shown 

654 in Figure 6. Primer utilization is shown for annealing temperatures of 45°C and 55°C. Blue dots indicate 

655 perfect match annealing at an annealing temperature of 45°C, and red dots indicate perfect match 

656 annealing at 55°C. For each primer-template combination, the gray-scale intensity is proportional to the 

657 relative abundance of reads with that combination.

658 Figures S1-S16. Template and primer utilization profiles for 16 individual experiments conducted in 

659 this study. For each study, varying number of primers and templates were used, as described in Table 1. 

660 For mMDS plots, samples were color coded by amplification method and different annealing 

661 temperatures indicated by shape. Ellipses represent a 95% confidence interval around the centroid. 

662 ANOVA was performed to measure differences in measured values by annealing temperature. Intensity 

663 scales vary between experiments. All samples were rarefied to 7,000 sequences. Heatmaps are the 

664 average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition; all replicates are shown in mMDS plots. (A) For each 

665 experiment, primer utilization profiles (PUPs) were generated (left side), and data are presented as 

666 mMDS plots (top) and as clustered heatmaps (bottom). Analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) was performed 

667 to determine if PUPs were significantly different between TAS and DePCR, regardless of annealing 

668 temperature, and within method across annealing temperature. Each slide contains a table showing the 

669 percentage of reads with 0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatches between primers and templates, as indicated in 

670 experiments with DePCR amplifications. For primer-template interactions with only a single mismatch, 

671 percentage of reads with 3’ (-2), middle (-8) and 5’ (-14) mismatches are shown. The average theoretical 
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672 melting temperature of primers used in each study are shown. (B) Template profiling analyses were 

673 performed (right side), and data are presented as mMDS plots (top) and as clustered heatmaps 

674 (bottom). In addition to analysis of sequence data, the expected distribution of reads is shown in 

675 orange, both in the mMDS plots and in the heatmap. ANOSIM was performed to determine if template 

676 profiles were significantly different between TAS and DePCR, regardless of annealing temperature, and 

677 within method across annealing temperature. Ideal scores, as described in text, were calculated to 

678 determine which method and annealing temperature generated the closest approximation of the 

679 expected template distribution.

680 Figures S17-18. Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on template profiles in 

681 amplification reactions utilizing varying primer pools. One-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed 

682 template utilization profiling during amplification of an uneven pooling of synthetic DNA templates and 

683 varying primer pools (Figure S17 = C1, C2 and C3 experiments with all ten templates present, and 

684 template ST1 at 1/10th the concentration of the other nine templates; Figure S18 = D1, D2, E1 and E2 

685 experiments with four templates). For experiments C1, D1 and E1, only a single primer variant was used 

686 (806F_v1), while in experiments C2, D2 and E2, 10 primers were used. In experiment C3, 9 primers were 

687 used (806F_v1 was removed). Primer and template details are shown in Table 1. Samples (columns) are 

688 color-coded by amplification method (TAS or DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 

689 55°C), and average Ideal score. Each column represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per 

690 condition and rarefaction to 7,000 sequences/replicate.  Templates (rows) represent all 10 templates 

691 (ordered from top to bottom; ST1, ST4, ST6, ST7, ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55). Ideal score 

692 comparisons between TAS and DePCR (across both annealing temperatures), within TAS (45°C or 55°C), 

693 and within DePCR (45°C or 55°C) are shown in tables. Asterisks indicate significant differences in 

694 measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales vary between 

695 experiments.
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696 Table Legends

697 Table 1. Description of templates and primers used in experiments conducted as part of this study.

698 Table S1. Locus-specific primer sequences used in this study

699 Table S2. Distribution of mismatches between primers and templates used in this study. Locus-specific 

700 primer names and primer sequences (columns A and B) are shown next to variant position sequences 

701 (column C). Columns F-O represent each of the 10 synthetic DNA templates used in this study, with 

702 nucleotide sequences at each potential mismatch position shown in rows 3 and 4. Number of 

703 mismatches between templates and primers are colored in columns F-O and rows 5-68. Columns Q-U 

704 indicate which primers are used in which series of experiments (1-6). Rows 70-74 indicate which 

705 templates are used in which series of experiments (A-E).

706 Table S3. Rarefied biological observation matrix for all experiments. Data were rarefied to 7,000 

707 sequences per sample, and each experimental condition has 7-8 replicates. A total of 640 possible 

708 interactions are listed (10 templates x 64 primers), and numbers represent the numbers of reads 

709 matching each of the combinations. For each row of the BIOM, the number of mismatches between 

710 primer and template are shown, along with the position of mismatch, the mismatch sequence pairing, 

711 and the theoretical melting temperature of the primer. Reactions conducted with DePCR are highlighted 

712 in blue; no highlighting is used for TAS amplification reactions.

713 Table S4. Mapping file used for creation of biological observation matrices. This mapping files is used 

714 by the script described in the text and provided in Supplemental Materials 2.

715 Table S5. Metadata associated with all samples used in this study

716 Supplemental Materials

717 Supplemental Materials 1. Description of synthetic DNA template design and template sequences.
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718 Supplemental Materials 2. Script used for generation of BIOM files.
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Figure 1(on next page)

Schematic of Deconstructed PCR (DePCR) workflow

CS1 = common sequence 1 linker sequence. CS2 = common sequence 2 linker sequence. BC
= barcode. F = Forward primer. R = Reverse primer, P5/P7 = Illumina primers, PE1/PE2 =
Fluidigm Access Array Barcode Library Illumina adapters. In stage A, individual samples are
copied for 4 cycles with locus-specific primers and Fluidigm barcoded primers. Subsequently,
all reactions are pooled and purified together, and then amplified with Illumina P5 and P7
primers in stage B. During stage A, linear copying of templates leads to cycle 4 products
which contain Illumina sequencing adapters, sample-specific barcodes, and locus-specific
region of interest. Only fragments with Illumina adapters and barcodes are amplified in stage
B. In the list of reaction mixture components, added primers are indicated by an asterisk.
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5’-ACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACAGGACTACCAGGGTATCTAAT-3’

Inverse complement

CS1_806F_v1

CS2_555R

Linker sequences [CS1 and CS2 linkers shown]

Locus-specific primer

5’-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTGACGACATGGTTCTACA-3’
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Figure 2(on next page)

Primer, template and experimental design

(A) 64 unique oligonucleotide primers were synthesized of which 10 are shown here. Primers
were identical except for 3 positions at -2, -8 and -14 positions relative to the 3’ ends. Variant
bases have been indicated by color (“C” = Blue, “T” = Red, “A” = Green, and “G” = Black).
(B) Schematic of 10 synthetic DNA templates used in this study. Each template was identical
except for the 806F priming site and the 12-base recognition sequence. Each unique priming
site sequence is linked with a unique recognition sequence. (C) 640 potential primer-
template interactions can occur in this system, of which two are shown here. Shown are
primer-template interactions indicating the annealing of a perfectly matched primer and a
primer with a single mismatch. Perfect match and mismatch annealing are determined by
comparing the recognition sequence to the observed primer sequence in each sequencing
reaction. Only reactions conducted using the DePCR methodology retain the sequence of the
primer annealing to the source DNA templates. Although not shown, all primers contain
common sequence linkers at the 5’ ends (Figure 1).
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Figure 3(on next page)

Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on PUPs in reactions with a
single template

In experiments A1-6, only template ST1 was added to amplification reactions, while primer
pools were varied (Table 1). Shown are one-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed
primer variant utilization during amplification with varying primer pools (“A1” = 1 primer,
“A2” = 10 primers, “A3” = 9 primers, “A4” = 27 primers, and “A6” = 64 primers). Samples
(columns) are color-coded by amplification method (TAS or DePCR), amplification annealing
temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Shannon index of primer utilization. Each column
represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition and rarefaction to 7,000
sequences/replicate. Primers (rows) represent all 64 primer variants (806F_v1 – 806F_v64).
Percentage of reads with mismatches (0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatches) in amplifications using
DePCR are shown in tables below each heatmap. Distribution of position of mismatches (3’,
middle and 5’ mismatch positions) for all reads with one mismatch are also shown. Asterisks
indicate significant differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P <
0.01). Intensity scales vary between experiments. Certain values represent PCR errors
generated during polymerase copying of primer regions, and these are indicated by blue
arrows. These known errors are identified by primer-template combinations unavailable in
each experiment. Single mismatch positional analysis is not shown for experiments A1 and
A4 due to the absence of single mismatch interactions between primers and ST1 template.
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A6

DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55

% Reads 0 MM 96.07 95.73 20.51 22.4 * 1.39 1.34 0.48 0.39 12.16 19.31 *

% Reads 1 MM 3.68 3.99 77.21 75.57 * 95.79 95.93 2.07 2.45 * 47.68 65.16 *

% Reads 2 MM 0.25 0.27 2.21 1.99 * 2.76 2.66 96.12 95.82 * 29.86 12.81 *

% Reads 3MM 0 0.01 0.06 0.04 * 0.06 0.07 1.34 1.34 10.31 2.72 *

% Reads with 3' MM 26.81 25.29 22.46 19.63 * 24.06 20.38 * 25.84 17.1 * 27.41 21.24 *

% Reads with Mid' MM 30.87 34.19 * 34.31 36.69 * 33.92 37.58 * 37.01 44.3 * 34.6 37.1 *

% Reads with 5' MM 42.32 40.51 43.23 43.68 42.03 42.04 37.15 38.59 * 37.99 41.66 *

Average Shannon 0.26 0.27 2.31 2.26 * 2.31 2.25 * 3.25 2.58 * 3.43 2.76 *
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Figure 4(on next page)

Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on template profiles in
amplification reactions utilizing a single primer.

One-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed template profiling during amplification with a
single primer (806F_v1) with a varying range of templates (“A1” = 1 template, “B1” = 10
templates, “C1” = 10 templates, “D1” = 4 templates, and “E1” = 4 templates) as described
in text and Table 1. Samples (columns) are color-coded by amplification method (TAS or
DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Ideal score. Each
column represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition and rarefaction to
7,000 sequences/replicate. Templates (rows) represent all 10 templates (ordered from top to
bottom; ST1, ST4, ST6, ST7, ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55). Ideal score
comparisons between TAS and DePCR (across both annealing temperatures), within TAS
(45°C or 55°C), and within DePCR (45°C or 55°C) are shown in tables. Asterisks indicate
significant differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P < 0.01).
Intensity scales vary between experiments.
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A1 B1 C1 D1 E1

TAS 0.06 TAS 50.80 TAS 54.32 TAS 68.46 TAS 20.53

DePCR 0.17 DePCR 22.82 DePCR 22.45 DePCR 24.27 DePCR 7.30

TAS45 0.05 TAS45 45.63 TAS45 48.72 TAS45 65.95 TAS45 20.28

TAS55 0.06 TAS55 55.97 TAS55 59.91 TAS55 70.96 TAS55 20.78

DePCR45 0.15 DePCR45 22.42 DePCR45 21.04 DePCR45 20.15 DePCR45 7.11

DePCR55 0.20 DePCR55 23.23 DePCR55 23.87 DePCR55 27.87 DePCR55 7.47

Average Ideal Score

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Figure 5(on next page)

Effect of PCR methodology, annealing temperature, and primer pool on PUPs in
experiments with ten templates.

In experiments B1-4, all ten synthetic DNA templates were added to amplification reactions
at equimolar concentrations, while primer pools varied (Table 1). One-way clustered
heatmaps of untransformed PUPs during amplification with varying primer pools (“B1” = 1
primer, “B2” = 10 primers, “B3” = 9 primers, and “B4” = 27 primers). Samples (columns) are
color-coded by amplification method (TAS or DePCR), annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C),
and average Shannon index of primer utilization. Each column represents the average of 8
technical replicates per condition and rarefaction to 7,000 sequences/replicate. Primers
(rows) represent all 64 primer variants (806F_v1 – 806F_v64). Percentage of reads with
mismatches (0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatches) in amplifications using DePCR are shown in tables
below each heatmap. Distribution of position of mismatches (3’, middle and 5’ mismatch
positions) for all reads with one mismatch are also shown. Asterisks indicate significant
differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P < 0.01). Intensity scales
vary between experiments. Certain values represent PCR errors generated during
polymerase copying of primer regions, and these are indicated by blue arrows. These known
errors are identified by primer-template combinations unavailable in each experiment.
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B3 B4

DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55 DePCR45 DePCR55

% Reads 0 MM 14.27 16.77 * 28.98 48.05 * 29.10 49.31 * 0.56 0.76

% Reads 1 MM 84.21 81.72 * 46.54 43.24 * 42.17 40.86 * 49.53 74.13 *

% Reads 2 MM 1.50 1.48 24.26 8.63 * 28.46 9.73 * 45.13 22.37 *

% Reads 3MM 0.02 0.03 0.22 0.08 * 0.27 0.10 * 4.77 2.75

% Reads with 3' MM 22.00 19.63 * 23.28 25.47 * 23.19 24.82 * 26.39 22.68 *

% Reads with Mid' MM 36.82 39.84 * 34.68 35.29 * 35.92 36.26 36.84 40.90 *

% Reads with 5' MM 41.18 40.52 * 42.04 39.24 * 40.89 38.91 * 36.77 36.42

Average Shannon 0.27 0.36 * 2.33 2.31 * 2.26 2.23 * 3.27 3.22 *

B1 B2
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Figure 6(on next page)

Effect of PCR methodology and annealing temperature on template profiles in
amplification reactions utilizing varying primer pools.

One-way clustered heatmaps of untransformed template utilization profiling during
amplification of an equimolar pooling of all ten synthetic DNA templates and varying primer
pools (“B1” = 1 primer, “B2” = 10 primers, “B3” = 9 primers, and “B4” = 27 primers) as
described in text and Table 1. Samples (columns) are color-coded by amplification method
(TAS or DePCR), amplification annealing temperature (45°C or 55°C), and average Ideal
score. Each column represents the average of 7-8 technical replicates per condition and
rarefaction to 7,000 sequences/replicate. Templates (rows) represent all 10 templates
(ordered from top to bottom; ST1, ST4, ST6, ST7, ST8, ST11, ST15, ST23, ST39, and ST55).
Ideal score comparisons between TAS and DePCR (across both annealing temperatures),
within TAS (45°C or 55°C), and within DePCR (45°C or 55°C) are shown in tables. Asterisks
indicate significant differences in measured values by annealing temperature (ANOVA, P <
0.01). Intensity scales vary between experiments.
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B1 B2 B3 B4

TAS 50.80 TAS 38.60 TAS 38.38 TAS 38.13

DePCR 22.82 DePCR 16.55 DePCR 16.69 DePCR 11.53

TAS45 45.63 TAS45 45.48 TAS45 45.24 TAS45 42.14

TAS55 55.97 TAS55 31.73 TAS55 31.52 TAS55 34.13

DePCR45 22.42 DePCR45 18.00 DePCR45 19.30 DePCR45 11.82

DePCR55 23.23 DePCR55 15.10 DePCR55 14.41 DePCR55 11.28

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Average Ideal Score

*

*
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Figure 7(on next page)

Template-specific primer utilization profiling

In experiment B2, all 10 DNA templates were amplified with a pool of 10 primers, each
perfectly matching a single template, and with 1-3 mismatches with the remaining 9
templates. PUPs for each template were separated from the averaged PUPs shown in Figure

6. Primer utilization is shown for annealing temperatures of 45°C and 55°C. Blue dots
indicate perfect match annealing at an annealing temperature of 45°C, and red dots indicate
perfect match annealing at 55°C. For each primer-template combination, the gray-scale
intensity is proportional to the relative abundance of reads with that combination.
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Table 1(on next page)

Description of templates and primers used in experiments conducted as part of this
study

Detailed explanation of 16 experiments conducted in this study using synthetic DNA
templates and oligonucleotides.
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Experiment 
Name

Number of 
Templates 

Used

Templates 
Used Pooling

Ratio for 
unequal 
pooling 

Number 
of 

Primers 
used

Primer Name         
(806F_v1 to 
806F_v64)

Experimental Aim

A1 1 ST1 Equimolar 1 1 Evaluate the amplification viability of the primer‐template 
system.

A2 1 ST1 Equimolar 10 1,4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,
55

Assess competition between perfect matching and 1 
mismatch primers with single template. Assess effect of 

mismatch position on priming efficiency.

A3 1 ST1 Equimolar 9 4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,5
5

Assess competition between  1 mismatch primers with 
single template 

A4 1 ST1 Equimolar 27

2,3,5,9,10,12‐
16,19,21,22,24,27,31,
35,37,38,40,43,47,51,

53,54,56,59,62

Assess competition between 2 mismatch primers with 
single template when no perfect or 1 mm match primers 

are available.

A6 1 ST1 Equimolar 64 1‐64
Assess competition between 0, 1, 2 and 3 mismatch primers 
with single template. Assess effect of mismatch position on 

priming efficiency.

B1 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Equimolar 1 1

Assess ability of single primer to amplify 10 templates, 
including a template perfectly matching, as well as 9 

templates with 3', middle, or 5' mismatches. Assess effect 
of mismatch position on priming efficiency.

B2 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Equimolar 10 1,4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,
55

Assess ability of 10 primers to amplify 10 templates where 
each primer perfectly matches one of the templates. 

Determine whether perfect match amplification dominates, 
and whether annealing temperature plays a role. Assess 

effect of mismatch position on priming efficiency.

B3 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Equimolar 9 4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,5
5

Assess effect of removing one primer from amplification of 
a pool of 10 templates. 9 templates have perfectly matching 

primers, 1 template has no perfectly matching primers. 
Assess effect of mismatch position on priming efficiency.

B4 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Equimolar 27

2,3,5,9,10,12‐
16,19,21,22,24,27,31,
35,37,38,40,43,47,51,

53,54,56,59,62

Assess effect of removing perfect matching primers on 
amplification of 10 templates. Assess effect of mismatch 

position on priming efficiency.
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C1 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Unequal 0.1/1/1/1/1/1
/1/1/1/1 1 1

Assess effect of template concentration on ability of single 
primer to amplify 10 templates. The primer perfectly 
matches the low abundant template. Assess effect of 

mismatch position on priming efficiency.

C2 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Unequal 0.1/1/1/1/1/1
/1/1/1/1 10 1,4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,

55

Assess effect of template concentration on ability of 10 
primer pool to amplify 10 templates.  Assess effect of 

mismatch position on priming efficiency.

C3 10

ST1, ST4, ST6, 
ST7, ST8, 

ST11, ST15, 
ST23, ST39, 

ST55

Unequal 0.1/1/1/1/1/1
/1/1/1/1 9 4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,5

5

Assess effect of template concentration on ability of 9 
primer pool to amplify 10 templates.  Missing perfect match 
primer targets the low abundance template. Assess effect 

of mismatch position on priming efficiency.

D1 4 ST1, ST6, ST7, 
ST8 Unequal 1/2/4/8 1 1

Assess effect of more dynamic distribution of template 
abundance, and amplification with single primer. Single 

primer perfectly matches lowest abundance template and 
has 3' mismatches with the other three templates; Assess 

effect of mismatch sequence on priming efficiency.

D2 4 ST1, ST6, ST7, 
ST8 Unequal 1/2/4/8 10 1,4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,

55

Assess effect of more dynamic distribution of template 
abundance, and amplification with 10 primer pool. Three 
templates chosen have a single mismatch at the 3' location 
relative to the lowest abundance template. Assess effect of 

mismatch sequence on priming efficiency.

E1 4 ST1, ST4, 
ST11, ST15 Unequal 1/2/4/8 1 1

Assess effect of more dynamic distribution of template 
abundance, and amplification with single primer. Single 

primer perfectly matches lowest abundance template and 
has middle mismatches with the other three templates; 
Assess effect of mismatch sequence on priming efficiency.

E2 4 ST1, ST4, 
ST11, ST15 Unequal 1/2/4/8 10 1,4,6,7,8,11,15,23,39,

55

Assess effect of more dynamic distribution of template 
abundance, and amplification with 10 primer pool. Three 
templates chosen have a single mismatch at the middle 
mismatch location relative to the lowest abundance 

template. Assess effect of mismatch sequence on priming 
efficiency.
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